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Group cohomology uses methods motivated by algebraic topology to study groups and their
representations.

Applications appear throughout mathematics, in representation theory, topology, geometry and
number theory (Galois cohomology).

I hope to cover all/most of the following:

� Definitions and resolutions.

� Low degree cohomology, derivations and group extensions.

� Group homology, the Schur multiplier (or multiplicator) and central extensions.

� Crossed products, division algebras and Brauer groups of fields.

� Cup products and cohomology rings.

� Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, inflation-restriction exact sequence.

� Cohomological dimension, finiteness conditions Fn and FPn.

Prerequisites

My approach will be purely algebraic but it will be useful to have some acquaintance with
(co-)homology from other contexts. Many of the examples will be of groups arising in geometry
and topology.

You should know your way about groups, rings and modules. For this, the III course on
Commutative Algebra will provide good experience. Some Representation Theory would also
be useful.

I shall assume acquaintance with tensor products (of vector spaces/modules and algebras), and,
for the section on Brauer groups of fields, I shall also assume that you have met Galois groups
(though you won’t in fact need much more than the definition).
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Additional support

Three examples sheets will be provided and three associated examples classes will be given.
There will be a one-hour revision class in the Easter Term.
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